
Aboriginal culture       By Aviana 
Art 
Aboriginal art is one of the oldest surviving 
art forms still practiced today.Paints  were 
made from ochre also these stone pig ments 

were mixed with emu fat and 
kangaroo oils


to liquid paint. 
The oldest 
paintings 
Were painted 



thousands of years ago in caves.They made 
there paint by crushing up flowers.Traditional 
Aboriginal paintings always have a story 
because the aboriginal people do not have a 
written language


Food 
To touch the animals they would 
use boomerangs throwing 
sticks and spears.

 Aboriginal People had a healthy 



diet. They knew how to find foods that were 
full of vitamins and minerals. The Aboriginal 
people ate different foods depending on  
where they live in Australia.  Aboriginal 
People went fishing for Fish and turtles. 
Once the food was caught the Aboriginals 
would usually cook the meat on fire. There 
were various ways of preparing food they 
also ate huney ants.

Music 



The aboriginal people made their own 
instruments out of long  logs that are hollow. 
The Australian aboriginals have had no 
written language and rely on oral methods 
and music to pass on their knowledge. 
Music is used throughout an  Aboriginal life 
to teach what must be known about their  
culture about their  place in 
it  and about the World of 
nature. A didgeridoo is a 
type of musical instrument  



also it is one of the oldest instruments to 
date.It consists of a long tube and it is 
traditionally made of eucalyptus.Today. 
didgeridoos are most 
commonly made from PVC 
piping.


Clothing 
In the northern parts of 
Australia  the aboriginal 



people rarely wore Close and usually 
covered their bodies with paintings. The  
Aboriginal people would often use the grass 
and leaves to cover their bodies. The men 
would wear a riji that goes around their 
hips.Aboriginal people make their own 
clothes out of leather  and other materials 
too. The leather they used was called 
animals skin. In the cooler parts of Australia 
Aboriginal people that would wearpossum 
cloaks.




Shelter 
Most of Australia has  very hot climate and 
people often slept out in the open.To keep 
themselves warm at night they would sleep 
close to fires.In the wet and cold conditions, 
closed dome-shaped  Shelters were made. 
The Aboriginal people made rock caves to 
live in. The Aboriginal people do not have a 
house  like us the Aboriginal people had to  
build there homes some Aboriginal people 



live in  rock cave and much more.In the 
northern areas of Australia, the shelters were 
often larger in size. It wasn’t easy to build a 
home they had to  hunt and hunt for many 
days to get different material. Some homes 
were very big but others were very tiny but 
some people like it  like that.


Transport 
The main form transport amongst traditional 
Indigenous people was walking. They  use 



left over wood 
pieces and 
made a sled.  
Aboriginal 
people like to 
walk or go on 
home-made 
sled. Aboriginal 
people used to make everything for use. 
They use slides to get to places quicker and 
faster so they can get their food and dinner. 



They use the sleds also for boats to get fish 
and turtles for food.


